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Abstract

Background: Improving ankle-foot orthosis design can best be done by implementing a user centred approach.

Objective: To provide insight in the ideas of ankle-foot orthosis users with flaccid ankle muscle paresis on the importance of activities, and suggestions for an improved ankle-foot orthosis design.

Study design: A focus group discussion with eight ankle-foot orthosis users (57 ± 5 years, 50% female).

Methods: Main inclusion criteria were as follows: ≥18 years, unable to stand on tip-toe and unable to lift toes. Main exclusion criterion was spasticity of lower extremity muscles. Transcribed data were coded according to the International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health. Thematic analysis with inductive approach was chosen to order and interpret codes.

Results: Ankle-foot orthosis users ranked walking the most important activity followed by sitting down/standing up from a chair. Their opinion was that ankle-foot orthoses facilitate walking and standing. Ankle-foot orthosis users suggested that an improved ankle-foot orthosis design should balance between stability and flexibility.

Conclusions: Current ankle-foot orthoses facilitate walking which was the most important activity according to ankle-foot orthosis users. An improved ankle-foot orthosis design should enable walking and should optimize between stability and flexibility dependent on the activity and the paresis severity.

Clinical relevance

Experienced users of ankle foot orthosis agreed that matching AFO functions to daily life activities is a trade-off between stability and flexibility. An improved ankle-foot orthosis design should at least enable level walking.

Keywords  Ankle foot orthosis, paretic ankle muscles, user driven, focus group
Background

People with flaccid ankle muscle paresis generally experience problems during walking due to reduced dorsiflexion strength (needed for clearance and controlled plantarflexion during loading response) and/or plantarflexion strength (needed for push-off). To improve functioning, an ankle-foot orthosis (AFO) can be prescribed. The function of an AFO determines what it must do. For people with flaccid paresis, the main AFO function is to compensate for muscle weakness, while for people with spastic paresis, this function is to re-align the joint. Due to these function differences, different AFOs can be used depending on the paresis, and therefore, these paresis types should be evaluated separately.

AFOs prescribed for people with flaccid ankle muscle paresis can improve walking. However, using an AFO can also come with disadvantages. Dorsal AFOs, for example, limit ankle range of motion (ROM). This can hamper activities that require a large ankle ROM such as slope walking. Improving AFO design can be done best by implementing a user-driven design process as the factors that are most important to users will be taken into account. User-driven design is more and more applied in product design to improve acceptance of an innovation by the user. In this case, when an AFO fits the needs of users better, adherence to using AFOs can improve. A qualitative study design can reveal the most important factors since AFO users are not limited by pre-specified questions that is usually the case in quantitative study designs. More specifically, a focus-group discussion allowing users to interact is likely to reveal common issues. We found one study that evaluated experiences with AFOs. However, as they included people with spastic paresis, findings may not be applicable to people with flaccid paresis.

This explorative study aims to provide insight in AFO users, with flaccid ankle muscle paresis, ideas on the importance of activities, and suggestions for an improved AFO design. Providing insight in the importance of activities requires ranking activities according to importance and exploring experiences with these activities.

Methods

Participants

Inclusion criteria were as follows: aged ≥ 18 years, unable to stand on tip-toe (without AFO), unable to lift toes (without AFO), use an AFO more than once a week in the last six months, able to understand and speak Dutch, able to adequately attend the focus group discussion, and able to answer general questions on AFO use over the past six months. Exclusion criteria were as follows: spasticity of lower extremity muscles, diabetes mellitus, and the AFO was prescribed for night splinting. Client-records from an orthopedic workshop (OIM) in Haren, the Netherlands were used to identify people eligible for inclusion. Clients records of clients who received an AFO in the last two years were retrieved. OIM preselected records that complied with the selection criteria and sent these clients an information letter containing all selection criteria. Clients who indicated they met these criteria and gave permission to be called, were called by the first author who re-checked all criteria with the client. Included participants were informed that they could withdraw any time without consequences. All participants provided written informed consent. The Ethics Committee of the University Medical Center Groningen approved the study (no. 2013/198).
Study design

An iterative process[5] was used to provide insight in the ideas of AFO users on the importance of activities, and suggestions for an improved AFO design. This process started with five explorative expert interviews: three patients (with dorsiflexor-, plantarflexor- and combined paresis, respectively), a rehabilitation physician, and an orthotist. From these interviews key activities according to participants that needed to be included in the next stage, were identified. These activities included the following: walking, driving a car (control of pedals), sitting down/standing up from a chair, riding a bike, climbing stairs, slope walking, and squatting.

The process continued with a questionnaire (Supplemental Material 1) to gain insight in the ranking according to importance of previously mentioned activities and to add activities to be discussed in the focus group. The questionnaire was additionally used to collect participant characteristics (sex, age, self-reported body weight, self-reported body height, pathology, affected leg, years of AFO use, and AFO type), and generate open-ended questions for the focus group discussion plan. All participants completed the questionnaire at home and returned it 1 week prior to the focus group discussion. In the questionnaire participants indicated whether they used their AFO to perform specific activities, how well they could perform this activity, measured using a 100-mm visual analogue scale (VAS),[133] and whether they found this activity important, also measured using a 100-mm VAS.[133] Participants could add extra activities in open-ended questions. These open-ended questions revealed further activities that participants identified, which following the iterative process, were included in the next stage. These activities included maintaining a standing position and choosing shoes.

Thereafter, the focus-group discussion was conducted to provide insight the importance of activities and suggestions for an improved AFO design. This discussion was held at a University building and in the evening. Ms. D.W., orthotist and MSc, moderated the discussion and was assisted by the second author (Mr. J.H.M., PhD). Both authors had a research background and expertise in the area of human movement and orthotics. J.H.M. had experience conducting focus-group discussions. During the discussion, participants were sitting at a round table to allow face-to-face contact.[96] Each participant had a name tag in front of them. After a personal introduction round, the discussion started. A discussion plan (Table 1, translated from Dutch) with open-ended[108] questions was structured[64] to introduce the study aim, make the transition to in-depth questions, and to finalize the discussion. During the in-depth part, pages containing the activities (mentioned in the questionnaire) were displayed on the table. Participants discussed this list of activities, and could add activities they thought were missing. This revealed one additional activity: walking in swimming pool. Participants then ranked the activities according to importance. The main in-depth questions were as follows: ‘Why are some activities more important than others?’, and ‘What would you like to improve concerning your AFO?’. If a statement was unclear, open-ended questions were asked for clarification. Total duration of the discussion was 2 h (excluding 15 minutes of break). Audio-recordings were used for literal Dutch transcription of the full discussion.

The iterative process was finalized by sending the discussion summary to all participants. In this letter participants were invited to review again by providing additional remarks if something was missing. Participants had no remarks.
Thematic analysis

Previously proposed guidelines for thematic analysis were used as guidance.\[7\] As we aimed to study experiences with AFOs,\[45\] we used the Dutch version of the International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF)\[136, 137\] to code the transcription and to order codes into a conceptual framework. An inductive approach was chosen to allow themes to arise from the transcription and by aiming to reduce the preconceptions of the two researchers who coded the data to a minimum.\[7, 88\] The transcription was analyzed as proposed previously.\[7\] This process consisted of three phases (Supplemental Material 2). The first phase was familiarization in which D.W. read and reread the transcription to get familiar with the data and to form ideas on initial codes. The second phase was code generation in which the transcription is coded, first using initial codes, followed by key codes (Supplemental Material 3). At 65% of the transcription all key codes were formed. The third phase was theme generation during which first initial themes were generated based on the co-occurrence of key codes. These initial themes were revised into final themes to ensure these themes to be sufficiently unique and identifiable. At 94% of the transcription all themes were formed. Thematic maps were used to visualize major and minor themes. Atlas.ti7© (version 7.5.6) was used to aid this analytical process. Quotes presented in the results were translated by a native English speaking person who is familiar with the Dutch language.

Results

Participants

In total, 153 invitations were sent. A total of 34 (22%) clients responded, of which 15 were unable to participate. Checking selection criteria resulted in the exclusion of 11
clients because of spasticity of lower extremity muscles (n=6), diabetes mellitus (n=2), inability to adequately attend the focus-group discussion (n=2), and ability to stand on tip-toe (n=1). The remaining eight (Table 2) were included which is an optimal sample for a single focus-group discussion. Participants were not acquainted with each other. Only participant 8 and the moderator had met before. All participants used custom made, non-hinged AFOs for 13±3 h/day. Seven participants used their AFO daily. Participant 2 used his AFO 6 days/week. Participants 1 and 8 had experience with hinged dorsal AFOs. Participants 3, 6, and 7 were using more flexible dorsal AFOs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Body weight (kg)</th>
<th>Body height (m)</th>
<th>Own AFO material</th>
<th>Own AFO orientation</th>
<th>Years AFO use</th>
<th>Pathology</th>
<th>Affected leg(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>CB</td>
<td>Ventral</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>CES</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>CB</td>
<td>Dorsal</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>HMSN</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>PP</td>
<td>Dorsal</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>VVS</td>
<td>Left</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>PP</td>
<td>Dorsal</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Left</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>PP</td>
<td>Dorsal</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>HMSN</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>PP</td>
<td>Dorsal</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>Right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>PP</td>
<td>Dorsal</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>MD</td>
<td>Right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>PP</td>
<td>Ventral</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>HMSN</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**Table 2**

**Participant characteristics**

**Importance of activities undertaken while using AFOs**

AFO users ranked 11 activities from most (walking) to least important (standing up from/sitting down on the floor; Figure 1). AFO users were generally unable to squat and stand up from, or sit down on, the floor with their AFO. Therefore, they avoided these activities.

Thematic analysis of experiences with AFOs resulted in the generation of three major themes (Figure 2).

**Walking and standing ability**

AFO users mostly mentioned that walking improved with AFOs. They explained that the way they walked looked more normal with AFOs as they needed less compensatory strategies:

*If you have that orthosis, you’re more robust. You walk safely, as normal.* (Participant 2)

*Without AFO, my legs* were going more upwards than forwards. (Participant 5)

Using AFOs enabled them to walk longer distances and made them more stable when walking and standing, with experiencing less falls:

*With AFO* you don’t stumble so easily any more. (Participant 7)
AFO characteristics

AFO characteristics are operationalized as an umbrella term for AFO category, mechanical stiffness, durability, and AFO height. AFO users found that having a hinged or flexible AFO, and not a static one, makes walking slopes and stairs easier as you need some flexibility:

[Hinged AFOs] enable you to extend your foot when climbing down the stairs. (Participant 1)

The disadvantage of having a hinged AFO, according to AFO users, was that it generally provided less stability during walking and it was less durable:

My mechanical hinges lasted seven months, after which they started to wear out. (Participant 8)

Users mentioned that the material of their static AFOs occasionally broke as it could not withstand climbing stairs or long-term use:

I walked stairs, however [my static ventral AFO] could not withstand this and broke. (Participant 3)

One AFO user found that shorter AFOs were more comfortable, but at the same time provided less stability, making walking more difficult as was predicted by the orthotist:
I have short AFOs which are far more comfortable, but the downside is that your walking ability diminishes. (Participant 6)

Some AFO users mentioned that ventral AFOs had the advantage that they decreased knee flexion during stance. This enabled these AFO users to walk longer distances without getting tired:

A ventral AFO prevents knee flexion which saves a lot of energy during walking. (Participant 1)

One AFO user mentioned that getting stuck with the top of a dorsal AFO behind the seating of their chair could not happen with ventral AFOs:

[With ventral AFOs] I can never get stuck [behind the seating of my chair]. (Participant 8)

Activities

Female AFO users mentioned that choosing shoes was difficult with AFOs:

I don't like the fact that I always have to wear heavy shoes. I would also like to wear other types of shoes. (Participant 3)

AFOs were not very comfortable with several AFO users mentioning prints the AFO left on their legs after wearing it:

When you take [your AFO] off, you see exactly where it used to be. (Participant 6)

AFO users in general, found that AFOs hampered controlling pedals in a car and standing up from the floor. Squatting was almost impossible with AFOs according to AFO users:

The clutch in the car is difficult to control [with solid AFOs]. (Participant 5)
Getting up from the floor and squatting, I am not able perform either of those activities [with solid AFOs]. (Participant 1)

These same AFO users indicated that they were physically able to perform these activities without AFOs, some with the use of handrails. Especially climbing down stairs was difficult with AFOs and requires the use of handrails for most AFO users:

I think that without a banister no one would be able to climb the stairs. (Participant 2)
Climbing up the stairs is still feasible, but climbing down the stairs is a disaster. (Participant 1)

Suggestions for an improved AFO design

Two major themes were generated for suggestions for an improved AFO design (Figure 3).
**AFO characteristics**

According to AFO users, an improved AFO design should balance between stability and flexibility:

- *Really, [improved AFO design] should enable a person to set when [the AFO] can flex and when it cannot.* (Participant 6)
- *[Improved AFO design] should balance between flexibility and stiffness.* (Participant 1)

AFO users mentioned that for every individual with a different body weight and body height, and for every activity this balance changes:

- *There’s a different solution for every individual.* (Participant 8)

All modes should be combined into one design:
I want everything into one design. (Participant 2)

The material of an improved AFO design should be durable according to AFO users:

I hope they can find a stronger and more durable material. (Participant 1)

Activities

Improved designs should facilitate stability according to AFO users. It should enable an AFO user to perform all sorts of activities such as controlling the pedals in a car, for example, by putting the AFO into a different mode:

For example when you are going to drive a car, you click [your AFO] so it can flex. (Participant 5)

Discussion

This explorative study aimed to provide insight in AFO users’ ideas on the importance of activities, and on their suggestions for an improved AFO design. AFO users indicated that the most important activities were as follows: walking and sitting
down/standing up from a chair. AFOs generally improved walking while standing up from a chair was difficult with AFOs. AFO users suggested that an improved AFO design should balance between stability and flexibility dependent on the activity and paresis severity.

**Importance of activities undertaken while using AFOs**

We found no previous research in which AFO users ranked daily activities. Yet, a majority of previous research that evaluates AFO users with flaccid ankle muscle paresis, focuses on walking and finds improvements with AFO use.[121] Walking was also incorporated in the core set of outcomes for studies examining AFO effects.[11]

Remarkably, sitting down/standing up from a chair was not incorporated in this core set.[11] We only found studies on AFO users with spastic ankle muscle paresis standing up from a chair.[20, 55] Both studies found a better weight distribution with AFOs[20, 55] but did not report participant ideas on the importance or difficulty of standing up from a chair, which is an opportunity for future research.

**Suggestions for an improved AFO design**

Improved AFO design should provide stability and flexibility and should at least enable walking as existing AFOs do. People with severe ankle muscle paresis may require more AFO stability during level walking.[8] An activity such as standing up from a chair may require more flexibility.[80] Using a hinged ventral AFO with varying stiffness, such as a Neuro Swing placed on a ventral AFO,[29] could provide stability during walking,[94] and possibly provide sufficient flexibility to stand up from a chair without getting stuck behind the seating. The problem with hinged AFOs is that they consist of a fixed stiffness and thereby are unable to mimic the stiffness profile of a normal ankle.[8] Therefore, we are developing a novel AFO that provides stability and flexibility dependent on the activity and paresis severity.

**Methodological considerations and study limitations**

The most important limitation is that a single focus-group discussion was performed, and all participants used non-hinged AFOs. Therefore, generalizability of our results is limited. To improve generalizability, we aimed to recruit a heterogeneous group in terms of participant characteristics. We succeeded in most characteristics; however, there were no participants aged <49 years or participants who were using hinged AFOs. Therefore, new key codes and themes may arise if multiple focus-group discussions would be performed with different AFO users. Despite this limitation, our results contribute to the developmental process of an improved AFO design and provide insight in the importance of activities in AFO users with flaccid ankle muscle paresis.

Data saturation was partly reached. Following completion of 65% of the transcription, all key codes had been formed, while all themes had only been formed, following completion of 94% of the transcription. Therefore more themes could be formed in a second focus group with the same participants. Triangulation of the questionnaire and focus-group results showed similar trends. The two lowest performance scores (Supplemental Material 1) were squatting and standing up from/sitting down on the floor, which are consistent with the focus-group results. The highest impact scores were walking on the street, cycling, hobbies, and sitting.
down/standing up from a chair which is also comparable to the focus-group results. These similarities between questionnaire and focus-group results demonstrate validity of our results.

We chose to only include regular AFO users as they have extensive experience with AFO functioning. People who do not use an AFO regularly are generally less impaired and do not depend on an AFO.[100] Performing a focus-group in non-regular AFO users will give other insights, as will including AFO users with spastic paresis.

It can be questioned if self-reported characteristics are valid selection criteria. These criteria and the possibility that only people with mainly positive AFOs experiences replied to the request to participate may have caused selection bias. This bias was probably the case as AFO users argued about the group in general:

Everyone is so positive here. When I was in the [rehabilitation center], I found it awful ... they all had these long faces. And when I come here, most people are positive. I was not expecting this. (Participant 1)
I think most people that are like you describe, did not respond. (Participant 3)

We chose a dependent moderator to lead the focus-group discussion. In contrast, it is suggested that an independent moderator is preferred as they are supposed to be more objective.[50] In our opinion the dependent moderator was suitable as she had a technical and scientific background and was therefore able to ask technically oriented questions if a statement was unclear.

Future research
To aid generalizability, multiple focus-group discussions should be performed with different AFO users. It could be valuable to spread a validated questionnaire evaluating the importance of activities with AFOs and suggestions for an improved AFO design amongst a larger group of AFO users.

Conclusion
In this study, thematic analysis was used to gain insight into AFO users’ ideas on the importance of activities, and on their suggestions for an improved AFO design. One focus-group discussion amongst AFO users with flaccid ankle muscle paresis was performed. These AFO users found walking the most important, followed by sitting down/standing up from a chair. They found that AFOs, in general, improved walking, while standing up from a chair was difficult with AFOs. Improved AFO design should at least enable walking and preferably sitting down/standing up from a chair. AFO users suggested that an improved AFO design should balance between stability and flexibility dependent on the activity and paresis severity.
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### Supplemental material 1

Questionnaire results (translated from Dutch)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Do you use your AFO during this activity?</th>
<th>Performance impact</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Do you have a job? If yes, what kind of job do you have?</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>3,4,7,8</td>
<td>Declared unfit for work (3,4,8), I used to work in health care and that was important to me, nowadays I can’t keep up with the pace (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you have a hobby in which your AFO hampers you? If yes, which hobby?</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>50(3;81)</td>
<td>Cycling is impossible since I can’t keep my balance, therefore I use a scooter (4), I can drive a car however controlling the pedals is difficult due to the (90 degrees) fixated ankle with AFOs (5), staying busy is nice sometimes, keep moving is a must to prevent stiffness (7), walking on hills and mountains (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sitting down on a chair</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>68(59;97)</td>
<td>Sometimes I get stuck with my AFO underneath the seating (3), you should always take into account the height of the seating (4), I always wear the AFOs, also when sitting down, without AFOs I am also able to sit down (5), sometimes the AFO is in the way (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standing up from a chair</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>74,5(40;83)</td>
<td>Sometimes I get stuck with my AFO underneath the seating (3), I always wear the AFOs, thus also when sitting down, without AFOs I am also capable of sitting down (5), It’s important to concentrate, standing up fast and walking away doesn’t work, I’m quickly out of balance (7), I’m quickly standing stable after standing up (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climbing up stairs</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>35(7;64)</td>
<td>This is difficult because of the Asthma I have (3) in my home the bedrooms are upstairs (3,8), not so well also depends on the type of steps (4), this is getting more and more difficult (5), at a slow pace with small steps and I need to hold the handrail tight (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climbing down stairs</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>35,5(7;100)</td>
<td>I am afraid, the bottom part of the AFO is slippery and that can make you slip (3) in my home the bedrooms are upstairs (3,8), There need to be handrails, this is difficult (4), this is getting more and more difficult (5), sometimes the AFO feels bothersome (6), concentrate! (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driving a car (control of the paddles). If yes, is it a manual or automatic?</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>2,7</td>
<td>Controlling the (floating) pedals does not go very well (1,2,3,5), we bought an automatic (3), I have an AFO on my left foot (4), when driving long distances I sometimes unfasten the AFO (6), I don’t drive a car (7), luckily it’s an automatic, my speed of response is a big concern I have to anticipate extra, keeping the freedom is very important (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sitting down on the floor</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>23,5(2;70)</td>
<td>AFO is in the way (3), I avoid sitting down on the floor (4), this is a big problem, very inconvenient during shopping and camping (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standing up from the floor</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>14(2;70)</td>
<td>AFO is in the way (3), this is a big problem, very inconvenient during shopping and camping (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walking on the street</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>49(21;98)</td>
<td>I'm not able to walk very far as I can’t keep my balance for a long time, but I would like keep doing this to stay fit (3), I don’t walk too far (4), without AFOs I’m not able to do this any more (5), walking daily increases my muscle strength, this strength varies each day (7), with my AFOs I can walk for 7 till 10,11km of course using crutches (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>Participants</td>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>Impact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Down slope walking</td>
<td>1,3-8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>31(0;56) 75(41;99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Up slope walking</td>
<td>1,3,4-8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>26(0;47) 86(28;99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Squatting for example when gardening</td>
<td>1,3,5-8</td>
<td>2, 4</td>
<td>6(2;59) 77(28;96)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bending over to pick an object from the floor</td>
<td>1-8</td>
<td>37(4;78) 84(57;98)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycling</td>
<td>1,3,6-8</td>
<td>2, 4</td>
<td>77(5;96) 95(78;98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you have other activities in which your AFO hampers you? If yes, which activities? Ball sports (3), Vacuum cleaning (3), Swimming (3), Getting something from the bottom of the wardrobe (4), Crossing doorsteps (4), Doing groceries (4), Moving around in a place with many people (4), Buying shoes (5), Donning and doffing shoes with AFO (5), Sitting (6)</td>
<td></td>
<td>30(1;87) 95(65;98)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Very tiresome, I need the AFO however I would prefer to take the AFO off, sometimes you have to walk down (3), I use a walking stick (4) this is very difficult due to the (90 degrees) fixated ankle with AFOs (4,5), the AFO feels bothersome but because of the AFO I’m able to do this (6), big problem, many holiday destinations have slopes and that’s not going to work (8)

I’m afraid of falling, also here my sense of balance is compromised (3), difficult but easier compared to walking down slope, this is an important activity to be able to participate in daily life (4), the AFO feels bothersome but because of the AFO I’m able to do this (6), big problem, many holiday destinations have slopes and that’s not going to work (8)

I don’t wear an AFO (2), AFO is in the way and I often fall as I can’t keep my balance, my husband likes to do gardening (3), we have an apartment due to previously mentioned physical problems (4), the AFO feels bothersome but because of the AFO I’m able to do this (6), the same as sitting down on the floor (8)

This does not go very well (2), I fall forward, it is an important activity to stay independent (4), I can still do this however my hands are becoming more of a problem (8)

I don’t wear an AFO (2), only when getting off the bike I have to be careful with my ankle, I need to do some exercise and with the E-bike I can do this at my own pace (3), see above I use a scooter to cover longer distances (4), I use an electric bike (5), Goes reasonable but stopping and starting again is getting more problematic, important as it gives freedom (8)

I can’t perform any ball sports any more, in all activities I’m tired very fast, also the strength at my ankle is weak and I have problems keeping my balance, after swimming my leg is floppy and I have to pay attention to my ankle (3), when I take something from the bottom of the wardrobe I fall forward (4), when crossing a doorstep I feel very unstable (4), doing groceries is difficult, especially packing and unpacking (4), I’m unable to respond fast enough to changes in the gait pattern (4), limited shoe choice since the insole should be taken out before the AFO can fit inside, thereby the shoe looses its damping (5), when sitting you put your leg somewhat in front however the foot can’t be flat on the floor since the AFO hampers this (6)
Supplemental material 2
Flowchart thematic analysis process and data coders

Familiarization
- Read and re-read transcription
- Form initial codes
- Code first 15% independently
- Compare coding differences in consensus meeting
- Form list of initial key codes
- Code next 3% together to test initial key codes
- Code next 12% independently
- Compare coding differences and revise initial key codes in consensus meeting
- Code rest of transcription
- Complete key codes in consensus meeting

Code generation

Theme generation
- Form initial themes
- Revise initial themes
- Form final themes
- Revise and complete final themes in consensus meeting

All authors

DW = D van der Wilk (first author), JH = JM Hijmans (second author).
Supplemental material 3

Key codes

- Experiences with AFOs on daily life activities
  - Environmental factors
    * Ankle foot orthosis (Costs/Durability/Fabrication(custom/prefab)/Fastener/Fit/General/Height/Hinge/Material/Orientation/Stiffness)
    * Attitudes
    * Natural environment
    * Qualifier (Negative/Neutral/Positive)
    * Handrail
    * Shoe type
  - Body structures
  - Body functions
    * Exercise tolerance
    * Experience of self and time
    * Neuroneusculoskeletal and movement-related (Gait pattern/Muscle power/Stability of joint)
    * Sensory functions (Balance/Pain/Sensation of falling)
  - Activities and participation
    * Basic interpersonal interactions
    * Ensuring physical comfort
    * Getting used to
    * Household tasks
    * Mobility (Bending/Climbing stairs/Climbing up stairs/Climbing down stairs/Complex/Crawling/Driving a car/Riding a bike/General/Maintaining a sitting position/Maintaining a squatting position/Maintaining a standing position/Moving around outside the home/Sitting/Squatting/Standing/Walking/Slope walking/Up slope walking/Down slope walking)
    * Self-care (Dressing/Choosing appropriate footwear/Putting on and taking off footwear)
  - Taking care of plants indoors and outdoors

- Suggestions for new designs
  - Environmental factors
    * Ankle foot orthosis (Costs/Durability/Fabrication(custom/prefab)/Fastener/Fit/General/Height/Hinge/Material/Orientation/Stiffness)
    * Attitudes
  - Body structures
  - Body functions
    * Stability of joint
  - Activities and participation
    * Mobility (Bending/Climbing stairs/Climbing up stairs/Climbing down stairs/Complex/Crawling/Driving a car/Riding a bike/General/Maintaining a sitting position/Maintaining a squatting position/Maintaining a standing position/Moving around outside the home/Sitting/Squatting/Standing/Walking/Slope walking/Up slope walking/Down slope walking)

Dutch ICF codes were converted into English ICF codes and non-ICF codes were named and revised by all co-authors.